
March 31, 2022 

PARK CITY ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS/DYSFUNCTIONAL 

FAMILIES MEETING GUIDE 
 

NOTE: PLEASE READ THIS SCRIPT IN ITS ENTIRETY AS IT IS PRINTED. 

 

Welcome to the Park City Adult Children of Alcoholic/Dysfunctional Families group. As a 

quick reminder, please mute your microphone unless you’re reading or sharing. If you are 

moving around, please turn off your video stream. The Zoom Host will mute you or turn 

off your video as needed for the benefit of the meeting.    
 

My name is _____________ and I will be your leader this evening. We meet to share the 

experiences we had as children growing up in an alcoholic or dysfunctional home. That 

experience infected us then, and it affects us today. By practicing the Twelve Steps, by 

focusing on the Solution, and by accepting a Higher Power of our understanding, we find 

freedom from the effects of alcoholism and other family dysfunction. We identify with 

“The Problem” and learn to live in “The Solution,” one day at a time.  
 

Will those who wish to, please join me in a moment of silence followed by silently reciting 

the Serenity Prayer while I say it out loud?  
 

“God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change 

Courage to change the things I can 

And the wisdom to know the difference.” 
 

(Leader: pick someone to read each of the following pages, or ask for a volunteer) 

________, would you read The Problem (Big Red Book p. 589) or The Laundry List 

(Big Red Book p. 587)?  

________, would you read The Solution (Big Red Book p. 590)? 

________, would you read The Twelve Steps (Big Red Book p. 586) or Tony A’s 12 

Steps (available at https://parkcityaca.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/tony-a-12-steps.pdf). 
 

Thank you all for reading.  
 

(Leader: read the Tradition corresponding to the calendar month. For example, on 

the 1st month, read just the 1st Tradition on p. 592 of the Big Red Book. 

This month’s Tradition states: …  
 

You may have related to our readings even if there was no apparent alcoholism or 

addiction in your home. This is common because dysfunction can occur in a family 

without the presence of addiction.  
 

Is anyone visiting this meeting for the first time? If so, please introduce yourself and let us 

know where you’re from.  
 

https://parkcityaca.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/tony-a-12-steps.pdf
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The ACA program is not easy; if you can handle what comes up at six consecutive 

meetings, you will start to come out of denial. This will give you freedom from the past. 

Both you and your life will change. In the beginning, many of us could not recognize or 

accept that some of our current attitudes or behaviors result from some experience related 

to alcoholism or dysfunction in our childhood. We behave as adult children, which means 

we bring self-doubt and fear learned in childhood to our adult interactions. By attending 

six meetings in a row and attending regularly thereafter, we come to know and begin to act 

as our True Selves.  
 

We encourage each member to share openly about his or her experiences as time allows. 

This is a safe place to share your adult and childhood experiences without judgment. We 

ask each person to limit their sharing to _____ minutes (3 to 5 minutes; closer to 3 if the 

meeting is large). The timekeeper will say “time” when time for sharing has ended. 

Would someone offer to be our timekeeper? Thank you _________ . 
 

What you hear at this meeting should remain here. We don’t talk about another person’s 

story or experiences to other people. Anonymity allows us to share our feelings and to 

experience an “Identity” apart from a “label.” Please respect the anonymity of those who 

share with us today.  
 

We don’t Cross Talk during the sharing time. This means we don’t interrupt, refer to, or 

comment on what another person has said during the meeting. We do not cross talk 

because adult children come from family backgrounds where feelings and perceptions 

were judged as wrong or defective. We accept without comment what others say because it 

is true for them. We work toward taking more responsibility in our lives rather than giving 

advice to others. We do this by presenting all statements in the “I,” first-person, form. 

When others share with us, we just listen; our reality, our truth, our ideas, our feelings, our 

self-image, our beings are affirmed. 

 

Meeting Format & Topic (refer to the Calendar for the week number) 
 

Week 1: The first week of the month we read from and discuss a Laundry List Trait from 

the ACA “Laundry List Workbook.” Today we are focusing on Trait ______.   

(We read the Traits in sequential order. In 2022 we’ll start with Trait 11 in January, 

Trait 12 in February, and so on through Trait 14, then back to Trait 1 in May.) 
 

I’ll read the grid and then would you ______ start the reading? Feel free to read a 

paragraph or two and then say “pass.” 

• You, the Leader, read the traits grid first, starting with the Laundry List Trait 

and its Flip Side, then the Other LL Trait and its Flip Side.  

• Have the group read ONLY from the top of the page, i.e. “Trait 2,” to just 

before the “Orientation” section.   
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• Pages 10-18 in the BRB provide more detail about the Traits (for example, 

Trait 8 is on pages 16-17); if that part is short you might be able to find 

additional reading in the BRB index. Ask the group to read from the 

appropriate page(s), and let Kindle readers know that the nearest heading is 

“Reviewing the Laundry List.” 
 

(Note to leader: we read until around 6pm, stopping at a natural break in the text.) 

 

Week 2: The second week of the month is “Chairperson’s Choice,” chosen from ACA 

topics and may include readings from ACA approved literature, or a guest speaker for 20 

minutes. The Chairperson is encouraged to plan and prepare for the topic. 

 

(Note to Leader: if you have a guest speaker, or if you are the guest speaker, 

introduce the speaker at this time. Otherwise, continue with the following…) 

 

Today the topic I have chosen is________________. We’ll begin on page__________. 

(Note to Leader: please tell Kindle readers the nearest heading.) Would 

you__________ like to begin reading? Feel free to read a paragraph or two and then say 

“pass.” 
 

Suggested Chairperson’s Choice topics (page numbers refer to the Big Red Book): 

Claudia Black’s Introduction (pp. xviii-xxv)  Sharing in ACA Meetings (pp. 576-582) 

The Laundry List / Other Laundry List (pp. 5-7 or 6-7, 649-650, and 7-8)  

Inner Critical Parent (pp. 306-309)  Verbal & Emotional Abuse (pp. 29-34) 

Loving Parent (pp. 298-302)  Inner Child – True Self (pp. 302-306)  

Beyond Survival: Practicing Self-Love (pp. 429-433) 

The Twelve Concepts (pp. 615-618)  Relapse (pp. 391-393) 

ACA Sponsorship: Fellow Travelers (pp. 365-369)  ACA and Therapy (pp. 447-448) 

Relationships: Applying What We Have Learned (pp. 401-405) 

Taking Our Program to Work (pp. 415-419) 
 

(Note to leader: we complete this part around 6pm.) 

 

Week 3: In Week Three we read the page for today’s date in Strengthening My 

Recovery, followed by the Big Red Book section associated with the quote at the top of 

that page. (Note to Leader: ask the group to read the related BRB section referenced 

in the Daily Reader, starting with the Bold heading before the page reference. Tell 

the group the starting page number and, for Kindle readers, the Bold heading at the 

start.)  
 

Would you ________ start the reading? Feel free to read a paragraph or two and then say 

“pass.” 
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(Note to leader: we read until around 6pm, stopping at a natural break in the text.) 

 

Week 4: The fourth week of the month we read from and discuss the “Big Red Book” of 

ACA, picking up where the group left off during our Red Book study last month. Today 

we are starting on page______, paragraph_____. (Note to Leader: tell Kindle readers 

the nearest bold heading.) Would you__________ like to begin reading? Feel free to read 

a paragraph or two and then say “pass.”  
 

(Note to leader: we read until around 6pm, stopping at a natural break in the text.) 

 

Week 5: The focus of Week Five is the Tradition corresponding to the calendar month. 

Today we are on Tradition ______, page ______ of the BRB.  (Note to Leader: if the 

BRB section in the BRB is short, check the “Strengthening My Recovery” index for 

an additional reading for the Tradition.) Would you _________ like to begin reading? 

Feel free to read a paragraph or two and then say “pass.” 
 

(Note to leader: we read until around 6pm, stopping at a natural break in the text.) 

 

 

Open the Meeting for Sharing 

 

Note to Leader, if you have a guest speaker:  

Thank you ________ for speaking.  

Let’s open the meeting for sharing on our own personal experiences that may have been 

brought up by our speaker, and/or sharing on the opening readings.  

 

Otherwise: 

Thank you everyone for reading. Let’s open the meeting for sharing on today’s topic.  

Please remember to keep your share to _____ minutes.  
 

 

(Group sharing ends approx. 5 minutes before the close of the meeting.)  

 

That’s all the time we have tonight for sharing. If you did not have a chance to share, 

please call someone after the meeting if you need to talk.  If you’d like a copy of our group 

phone list, please stay on after the meeting to request one.  
 

Our 7th Tradition states that “Every ACA group ought to be self-supporting, declining 

outside contributions.” We take donations via Venmo to Eileen-Moeller to pay for group 

expenses, which include our Zoom subscription and regular donations to our World 

Service Organization. Newcomers are encouraged to buy literature and books, which are 

available on the ACA website: adultchildren.org. (Note to leader: please post the Venmo 

address in Chat, or ask someone to post it.) 
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Are there any ACA related announcements?  
 

Who would like to chair our next meeting? Thanks________.  

 

Visit our website, parkcityaca.wordpress.com, for the meeting script, Zoom information, 

and reading excerpts, or stay after the meeting for more information. 

 

It’s time to read The Promises, which are found on p. 591 of the Big Red Book. Who 

would like to read the list today? 

 

Will all who care to, join me by silently reciting the closing ACA Serenity Prayer while I 

say it out loud? 
 

“God, grant me the serenity to accept the people I cannot change, 

Courage to change the person I can, 

And the wisdom to know that person is me.”  


